In his role of invited lecturer to the 75th Annual Meeting of the Pacific Coast Surgical Association in Maui, Hawaii, Dr. Pearsall shared some of the results of his clinical study of highly successful persons and how their success and their pursuit of it often resulted in health and family problems. He highlighted 15 of his findings related directly to the physicians and surgeons included in his sample and suggested that healthy success is related less to time management than attention management. He pointed out that hard work, time pressure, stress, and a demanding schedule had less of a toxic effect than a lack of mindful engagement with life and those with whom we share it. He concluded with 5 ancient Hawaiian principles of healthy success Hawaiian style, the concept of *po'okela*, meaning achieving excellence through mindful awareness of shared values rather than individual objectives.

We often get so caught up in the drama of our lives that we forget that we are the ones who created the drama in the first place.

Matt Flikstein

THE QUESTION OF SUCCESS

I begin my discussion of the toxicity of success by asking you to ask yourself a question. It was the first question we asked of the subjects in our clinical interviews of highly successful people, and it provided us with insight into the effect of how they defined, pursued, and experienced success.

Think of the person who knows you best. It may be your spouse, a sibling, a parent, a colleague, a friend, or your child, but make sure the person you are thinking of is someone who knows the real you better than any other person in your life. Think carefully before answering because our research indicates that your answer is a key predictor of whether you are suffering from toxic success syndrome. Here's the question: "Would the person who knows you best say you are a true joy to live with every day?"

If you answered a sincere and honest "yes" to my question, chances are your success and how you are seeking it are healthy for you and your family. If you scoffed at the possibility that you are someone with whom it is a treasure to live, work, and love; could not think of someone who knows the real you; or your mind was too distracted with thoughts about being on time for your tee time for golfing after this morning's meeting to be bothered by such a question, you and those with whom you live may be victims of toxic success.

THREE MEN AND A TRUCK

During the time I was reviewing and writing my research protocol on successful people, I met 3 men. I was on my morning walk with my wife, and I noticed them hard at work. It was another sunny day in Hawaii, where the air is usually fresh and invigorating, but today I could smell a foul odor. It was coming from the work the men were doing, and my encounter with them provided a lesson about the difference between toxic and healthy working and the relationship between healthy success and our state of mind.

I saw a large tanker truck with a long black hose draining the septic tank in front of a home. On the panel of the truck just beneath the professional lettering of the
company name was an amateur drawing of a smiling worker holding a shovel full of waste. The slogan beneath the cartoon character read, “Call us. We’re willing to take your crap.”

I walked over to the man at the rear of the truck. He was holding the lever that powered the pump and had a frown on his face. He seemed bored and eager to be done with his task. We began what we Hawaiians call “talking story,” taking plenty of time to chat about nothing in particular and with no particular hurry to get to a point even if there is one. This is a process that frustrates the toxically successful, who often view time as money and dread what they consider to be wasting any of it by engaging in activities such as chatting, strolling, meandering, sauntering, or just—as we put it here—hanging loose. Talking story as I am doing even in this lecture requires the kind of slow thinking that can be an antidote for toxic success. I highly recommend you try it while you are visiting our islands.

Certainly in work such as yours as surgeons, there is a place for what cognitive psychologists call “hot-and-go” quick thinking, but research shows that some of our most creative mental work and healthiest physical states are associated with “cool-and-slow” mindful reflection. Bristol University Prof Guy Claxton refers to these 2 states of mind as “hare brain” and “tortoise mind,” and my own research indicates that it’s chronic hare-brained thinking that is at the root of success that turns toxic.1

The man controlling the pump’s motor seemed impatient and even a little angry at my distraction. He clearly had very little attention to spare and seemed irritated with me for trying to take any of it. “Howzit?” I said, which is very simple as that. It’s the most rotten job in the world and I’ll bet a guy like you would never think of doing it.”

The negative energy of the 2 men at the truck, what Hawaiians call mana, was palpable, so I walked over to another worker struggling to control the heavy pulsating hose. The noxious smell was strong, but he was whistling happily. When he saw me approach, he looked up and said, “Aloha kakahiaka! (Good morning.) Aren’t you going to ask me what my job is? I’m an environmental protectionist. Someone has to take care of the ‘aina (earth) and get rid of the crap people create.” He laughed heartily as he began to retract the hose from the tank.

How do you like the slogan I painted on Dave’s truck over there. He hates it but he’s too cheap to have it taken off. Dave’s busy earning a living. Fred sees himself as a crap pumper, but I’m a hands-on ecologist. They have bad mana because they think of their work in a bad way. If you want to love your work and enjoy life, it’s a matter of your point of view.

ARE YOU MINDFUL OR MINDLESS?

Much of the focus of research on stress and work has been on things like time management, various stress management techniques, trying to “live in balance,” somehow “cutting back,” or “putting in quality time,” and how to avoid being a “type A” personality. My own research indicates that these approaches seldom work for long and that it is the nature of our consciousness that has the most significant influence on whether our work and view of success causes our families and us to flourish or languish and what that success ultimately does to our health and well-being. When it comes to the effect of our work on our life, a key factor seems to be whether we are mindless or mindful in our approach to our daily life. In other words, it is less what we do than how we think about what we are doing and why and for whom we do it. Psychologists define mindfulness as flexible, slow, nonjudgmental, reflective thinking that is open to novelty.2 It is full mental engagement and the exact opposite of what Buddhists call a “monkey mind” that automatically reacts without thought. It is tortoise-like thinking that is sensitive to context and perspective and situated in the present.

When we are mindless, we tend to perceive without consciousness. In other words, we are thinking on automatic pilot. Psychologist William James described an example of someone who goes upstairs to change for a party and suddenly realizes he is in his pajamas and cleaning his teeth. You may have poured hot water into the sugar jar, used pepper instead of salt, or lit your fireplace logs with today’s newspaper. There is a story of a vicar who dreamt that he was delivering a sermon and woke up to discover that he was.
Thinking mindlessly is like the computer that flies an airplane on autopilot. The plane’s autopilot monitors the aircraft’s mechanical system and automatically causes it to adapt to changes without the knowledge of the pilot. This is fine for ordinary flying conditions, but I think all of us want to believe that the pilot of our plane is fully conscious and mentally awake and alert and has not turned the entire flight over to the autopilot.

It is even possible to do surgery mindlessly. You may have done a procedure so many times and know it so well that you are like a person driving a car who suddenly realizes that he or she has been driving for 20 minutes without really knowing it. We need our autopilot mindless thinking. Without it we become forever trapped in an analysis paralysis. But we also need our higher consciousness in the form of fully mindful engagement with the world. Toxically successful people are often mindlessly moving through their life and are not fully aware that they are alive until something or someone goes terribly wrong and they have to go off autopilot.

The philosopher Gottfried Leibniz wrote, “At every moment there is in us an infinity of perceptions, unaccompanied by awareness or reflection; that is, of alterations in the soul itself, of which we are unaware.” It is this is the kind of almost cataleptic consciousness that characterizes the toxically successful. Healthy success is being able to know when we are living only on mental autopilot and, by doing so, missing out on what make lives worth living.

The toxically successful tend to be hare-brained fast thinkers who have become rigid in their views. They are cynical, quickly evaluative, and often oblivious to context, perspective, possibilities, and creative ways of constraining our situation. They are skilled at doing very complex routines while being mentally elsewhere. When one of the surgeons we interviewed defended his mindless way of relating with his wife by saying that he felt that he had “many important things on his mind and the weight of his practice all on his shoulders,” she responded, “I’m glad something is on your shoulders, because when it comes to thinking about me, it doesn’t seem to be me.”

Mindfulness requires an act of will. It is intentionally trying to learn to notice the existence of things and people that we have not seemed to fully notice before. Instead of stress management, it is becoming fully conscious of why we are stressed in the first place. Instead of trying not to be type A, it is trying to become more fully cognizant of why and how we put ourselves in situations in which we pressure and push ourselves to the point of distraction.

**ARE YOU CERTAIN YOU’RE RIGHT?**

Mindless thinking is misoneistic, meaning being intolerant and even afraid of new ideas related to important issues in life. Mindless people have constantly distracted brains and chronically busy bodies, so ideas like those I am sharing with you can be quickly dismissed or not even fully registered in the consciousness of the toxically successful. They tend to feel certain they are right and in their working, they usually are. Unfortunately, they are unaware that there are many kinds of intelligence and that wise people have many of them that they mindfully match to each situation in their life. Some of the surgeons we interviewed seemed to think no differently in the operating room than they did at home. One kind of intelligence may work well for good cutting but another may be needed for demonstrative caring.

The toxically successful tend to overevaluate their intelligence and consider how they think and see the world as the obviously right way. They are unwilling to take the time to consider thinking in new ways and are so used to autopilot consciousness that—unless they are shocked to awareness by a life crisis—they keep on thinking in the same ways.

Mindless thinkers are what physician Larry Dossey referred to as “right men,” who view themselves as lonely brilliant holdouts against a world populated by dopes, dummies, and slow thinkers. He was using a male reference for this way of thinking as it was first presented by science fiction writer A. E. Van Vogt and later popularized by British writer Colin Wilson, but women think this way too. However, my own research indicates that it is in fact a way of thinking that tends to be much more characteristic of men. My informal survey of the gender of those who attend alternative or complementary medicine seminars where different ways of thinking about health and healing are presented indicates that female nurses far outnumber male surgeons.

If you will look around this lecture hall, you might notice that some of the right men you know are not here. It has been my experience that those who might most benefit by being challenged by what I have to say are either too busy to come to this talk, preclude the topic as “soft” and not worthy of their already overwhelmed attention, or have their minds made up and do not want them bothered by “weird” ideas. The problem is, these toxically successful people are often carriers, meaning that they stress and strain others with how they think and act, but their mental autopilot causes them to be oblivious to how aggravating they can be.

No matter what new research they encounter, right men or women constantly extend the goal posts for their criteria for reexamining their way of thinking. The example of the 3 men and the truck illustrates the importance of how we come to view what we do for a living and why and how it influences our general mood. The data are clear that how we think effects our health and immune status, so I hope you will realize that you do not have to have a hole in your head to have an open mind.

**ARE WE SQUANDERING OUR GREATEST GIFT?**

Where and how we focus our attention is arguably our greatest human gift, and the results of my research on highly successful people as identified by their peers, status, income, and self-reports suggest that it is the content of our consciousness, not the hurriedly scribbled obligations on our calendar, that is an important measure of whether we experience healthy or toxic success. It is not just your surgical schedule but what is on your mind as a surgeon that determines whether whatever success you experience and how you pursue it becomes toxic.
When it comes to the issue of mindfulness, it seems to me that there are 2 unique challenges for surgeons. First, much of your success in your work derives from your ability to focus your attention, work on mindless consciousness autopilot, and work quickly and without hesitation. Most of the surgeons we interviewed prided themselves on their quick thinking and ability to make fast and clear decisions. When it comes to most surgical procedures, pulling up a stool, sitting down, talking story, and taking lots of time to reflect on a more creative way to proceed is probably not the best way to proceed. On the other hand, mindless quick and automatic thinking can also lead to problems.

Most surgeons know that even the most ordinary and common procedure can encounter unexpected problems that require not only hare-brained quick thinking but a mindful and creative tortoise mind. In fact, surgeons tell me that it is often the most common and simple procedures that lead to complications and that their problems seem to come in clusters. One surgeon told me, “I go months doing some pretty complex surgeries and there’s not a single problem. Then, for some reason, some simple thing goes wrong and I’m in for a series of complications.”

We can only speculate why the “surgical disaster domino effect” occurs if in fact it really does, but I suggest that it may not only be some manifestation of chaos theory, pure randomness, the attraction of the golden mean, or simple spontaneous bad luck that is responsible. Perhaps something is happening to the surgeon’s consciousness. Perhaps his or her autopilot is beginning to fail and mindlessness is beginning to take its toll. Perhaps, when things seem to start to go wrong at work, we should also look at home for clues for how we are thinking there and if we may not be becoming too mindless.

The second challenge I suggest is somewhat unique for surgeons and is related to the research on stress. Most studies indicate that the combination of a high degree of responsibility with very little power is a lethal combination when it comes to health and well-being. While many occupations can be characterized by this combination of factors that lead to toxic success, many people assume that surgeons have not only great responsibility but also the power to deal with it. Experienced surgeons know that, particularly outside the operating room itself, their power is nowhere as great as those outside the medical establishment might assume. They are bound by rules, regulations, mountains of paperwork, the conduct of other professionals, and often cannot proceed based on their best thinking and instincts because of obstacles created by nonmedical issues. Because surgeons unquestionably do work that is among the highest level of responsibility but their power seldom matches that level, it might be expected the surgeons would often encounter unique levels of stress.

HAVE YOU LOST YOUR MARVELS?

One of the founders of modern medicine, physician Sir William Osler wrote, “The first step towards success in any occupation is to become interested in it.” Interest is mindful. It is never autopilot mentality and involves reflecting on what and why we are doing what we are doing and putting it in a larger meaningful context. Our interviews indicated that toxic success occurs when we approach our work from an exclusively mindless “get it done quickly” perspective. There may be surgeons who have done a procedure so often they can almost do it with their eyes shut, but I doubt that they can continue to develop and learn with a closed mind.

When I was dying of cancer and required several surgical procedures, I always asked my surgeons if they were deeply interested not only in my case but in being a surgeon. I trusted their hands, but I wanted to know what was on their minds and, therefore, ultimately in their hearts. They were often taken aback by my question, and thought the answer must be obvious. Some answered that they would not be doing what they were doing if they were not interested in it, but I have not found that always to be true. Staying interested requires willful acts of attention, remembering, and connecting.

My questioning about interest and my surgeon’s state of mind was what we Hawaiians call a mana check. I wanted to know if they still retained their fascination with what they were doing and why.

Just before one of my most life-threatening surgical procedures, I joked with 1 of my surgeons that I wanted to check again to be sure you love doing what you are doing and still marvel at being able to do it. I want to be sure the man who is going to open me up is leading an awe-full life, a life full of awe at what he does and the miraculous nature of the human body.

I was trying to determine if he had retained an almost-childish enrapturedment with his ability and skills and the privilege of doing such sacred healing work.

ARE YOU WORKING WITH ALOHA?

My 20-year clinical study of some of the most successful people in the world included several surgeons, and I want to share with you today some of the findings from that study that indicate the importance of understanding the difference between the 2 kinds of success we noted in our work. Please remember that I am only sharing some ideas with you that we developed from our study. I am not presenting an entire research protocol. I am here today to get your attention about the nature of success as it relates to your daily life, and that no matter how normal it may seem that you think and behave as you do, normalcy may increasingly be becoming a major health risk factor. As psychologist Carl Jung pointed out, just because millions of people are thinking the same way does not make those people sane.

Because you have come to Hawaii to meet and learn, I invite you to ask yourselves if you are living and working with aloha, a word that means to share (alo) the sacred breath of life (ha). Are you living haole style, a word that refers to being without (ole) breath (ha) by leading the kind of distracted, pressured, disconnected, life in
which you seldom take the time to catch your breath or share a breath with others? While you are here in our islands, I hope you will sit down, shut up, take a deep breath, and reflect with someone else about what it might be like to stroll through the corridors of your mind.

At the end of my talk today, I will share 5 principles of healthy success Hawaiian style, a form of excellence in working called *poʻokela*, the Hawaiian word meaning “excellence through mindfully shared values rather than individual objectives.” *Poʻokela* is first and foremost mindful working and living characterized by attention not only to your work but also to those who ultimately give purpose and meaning to going to work.

**TWO KINDS OF SUCCESS**

Our research indicates that there are 2 kinds of success. One is the mindless kind I have been talking about. It leaves you and those who live and work with you feeling constantly pressured, overwhelmed, and with too little time to fully engage in the enjoyment of the simple pleasures of life. It results in a life more stressed than savor ed. As one of our physician respondents in our study put it,

> My clinic schedule leaves me too busy to love and too tired to care. My wife tells me that if I paid as much attention to my patients as I pay to her, I would kill them. She says that we might actually be able to enjoy our life together as much as I seem to enjoy my work if I would only be more alert and mentally with her when I’m home.

Based on our interviews, there is another kind of success that is much healthier and leads to more shared happiness. It is the kind that results in feelings of *aloha*, meaning being energized by our work and having plenty of mental vitality left over after working for shared contentment, calmness, and a loving connection with the people in our life for whom most us are working in the first place.

Another physician in our study expressed this healthier sense of success by saying,

> I’m at least as busy as the other docs in my practice if not more so. I know I have as many patients and difficult cases. The difference between them and me is that I don’t seem to feel as pressured as they always are because I know when to say no and when I have to pay attention to where my energy comes from—my wife and family. I take the time to think and not just do and sometimes I commit the ultimate sin of a busy doctor and just sit and do absolutely nothing but think about whatever comes to my mind. I’m not bound by what I call competence competition, the old doctor-keep-doing ethic of being seen as so tremendously talented and in demand that I am exhausted and pushed to the very limit. I’m long over my need to impress anybody with how busy I am and how exhausted it makes me. My mind and my life are my own, and my work is part but far from all of it.

**THE TOXIC SUCCESS STUDY**

Statements like the previous comments were obtained from extensive interviews conducted over 20 years. In 1975, my clinical team and I at The Problems of Daily Living Clinic at Sinai Hospital, Detroit, Mich, began videotaping interviews with highly successful persons and their families. We conducted thorough medical examinations, Holter monitoring, psychological testing, and videotaped subjects at work, at home, and sometimes when they were driving. Whenever possible, we also interviewed their clients and patients, spouses, and other family members. When we could, we collected dental records and interviewed the persons who worked for and/or with them. I’m proud to say that this work earned us the Rush Gold medal for achievements in preventive psychiatry from the World Congress of Psychiatry.

Over the next almost 25 years including follow-up interviews, we collected a total of 537 complete sets of data. Twenty-nine of these protocols were from physicians; of that group, 17 were surgeons. They had all come to our clinic for psychiatric help, but because ours was the first positive-psychology clinic focusing on maximizing personal strengths and virtues rather than diagnosing and treating problems, none were diagnosed as having psychiatric conditions or prescribed psychotropic medications. In fact, we referred to those who came to us as “clients” rather than “patients.” Persons who were in need of more traditional psychiatric care were referred to the traditional outpatient psychiatric program at the hospital.

Of course such a small and highly biased and selected database does not justify statistical conclusions, but the thoroughness of the interviews and the comments from the respondents provide insights and questions I think are worthy of your mindful consideration. They are ideas from and about highly articulate and successful people who admitted to what we came to call toxic success syndrome, a way of thinking characterized by automatic, distractible, mindless, quick, and judgmental thinking that results in disconnection from family and resulted in a sense of languishing—going through the motions without deeply experienced positive emotions.

I suggest that you take the test we used in our study that is published in my book *Toxic Success*.4(pp28-20)

I have abstracted some of the findings from our study of the 29 physicians. They included physicians from a range of specialties and all were board certified and in private practice. Fourteen were professors at 1 of the local medical schools. This subgroup in our study included 21 men and 8 women. The age range was 33 to 61 years (mean age, 47 years). They had trained at medical schools and hospitals throughout the United States; all but 3 were married at the time of the interviews. There were a total of 24 divorces within the group of 29 doctors, including 16 who had divorced once, 2 who had divorced twice, and 1 who had divorced 4 times. Twenty respondents had children ranging in age from 2 to 23 years.

In 2002, I published the complete findings on toxic success.4 Here are some general results based primarily on the data from the 17 surgeons in our sample. Again, they are only generalizations intended to promote your thinking about your success and how you are pursuing it, not conclusions about the nature of thinking of most physicians. I will leave it up to you to decide how rep-
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resentative these reports may be, but just thinking about them could be helpful in taking you off autopilot for a little while.

1. Either by their training or temperament, they tended to focus primarily on what is wrong more than what is right. While this cognitive style seemed to serve them well in their medical work, it often resulted in conflicted family life and stressed or failed marriages. Their family status as an evaluator, critic, diagnostician, and problem solver rather than equal participant left those who lived with them often feeling pressured by or disconnected from them.

2. They reported guilt for feeling burdened by rather than understanding of their family’s problems and being too mentally fatigued from dealing with problems at work to welcome the daily life catastrophes that characterize family life.

3. Their family members reported that while they often laughed with others in social settings, at home they lacked a sense of humor and tended to be cynical, hypocritical, and often sarcastic. One husband of a surgeon said, “If my wife was as funny and charming at home as she is at parties, what a great marriage we’d have.”

4. They tended to make the “attribution error,” meaning that they considered others’ mistakes and faults as owing to their character or failures and their own mistakes as owing to the situation.

5. Those who lived with them said they tended to consider themselves smarter than most people and seemed to feel that they were surrounded by incompetence. One young son of a surgeon said, “My dad says he’s sick and tired of having to deal with idiots. That’s what he says all the time, especially when he’s driving, and he says a lot worse than that sometimes.”

6. They made the “false consensus” error that other physicians were more like they were. One respondent said, “Look, any highly successful surgeon is going to be like I am. It’s just the nature of modern medicine.”

7. Family members reported that they were often nicer to and more tolerant of the faults of their patients than they were with them. One husband of one of the most respected surgeons in the Detroit area said, “I think I’ve solved our problems. I’m going to enroll as one of my wife’s patients and schedule appointments with her every day. I’ll take her first 6 appointments and keep moving from one examination room to another so she has to meet with me for a half hour. I just want to be treated like she treats her patients.

8. Both the physicians themselves and their family reported that the physicians tended to neglect their own physical and dental health through lack of sleep, no time to do routine dental and hygienic care, or to exercise, and despite the advice they gave their patients about diet, they regularly violated that advice in their own life. One wife of a cardiovascular surgeon reported, “If my husband followed the advice he gives his patients, I’d be a lot less worried about his health. I think he works on hearts healthier than his and that he might pass out from doing too many bypasses.”

9. Spouses reported that sexual intimacy was infrequent. One wife said, We make love around our work schedule. We’re both busy, so when we do make love, I guess you would say it’s more a form of meeting a biological need and even stress reduction more than real passion. It’s like we’re making love to or for each other but not very often really with each other.

10. The physicians themselves and their spouses, family members, and persons who worked with them reported that they were prone to what we called the “hot reaction” style highly reactive to stimuli. They showed the signs of quick and immediate sympathoadrenal-ullary activation. Our Holter monitor results revealed an immediate and significant increase in heart rate whenever a noise occurred or when they experienced frustration. One surgeon said, “When someone does something stupid or somebody moves too slow and wastes my time, I can feel my heart begin to race and my blood pressure going up.”

11. Most of the physicians were confirmed multitaskers who reported being polyphasic (constantly doing more than 1 thing at a time). They considered doing 1 thing slowly to be a waste of time and somehow a failure to use their full intellectual capacity.

12. Spouses and family members reported that the physicians tended to be proleptic, meaning that they tended to hurry others’ thoughts and speech and tended to finish others’ sentences or thoughts for them. They seemed to feel that others were thinking far too slowly and needed their encouragement and help to “spit it out” and “get to the point.”

13. Spouses and family members reported that the physician was prone to falling asleep whenever he or she sat doing nothing.

14. Spouses reported that their physician wife or husband would often sneak away from family activities and social outings to make covert telephone calls about work.

All of the aforementioned general patterns seemed related to how the physicians thought about their life, work, and family and the way in which they consciously engaged or failed to fully engage with their work or family life. The related distance from their families and feelings of constant pressure and distraction seemed more a matter of attention management, not time management and more a way of thinking than a way of doing. As one surgeon’s spouse said,

Even when he’s with me, he’s not with me. We actually have enough time together, but when we are together, he’s not really present. I feel like he’s rushing me to do whatever it is I want to do with him so he can get back to thinking whatever it is he wants to think about. His mind’s always racing and even when we are out together, he seems to talk to other people more than me and even forgets I’m there. I’m afraid to burden him with my worries and problems. He always seems to have so much on his plate and I don’t want him to see me as a nag and just another problem to deal with.

ATTENTION MANAGEMENT

Perhaps the most significant finding from my research on health and work was that hard, long, intense, tiring working had little to do with what emerged as toxic success syndrome. Toxic success is primarily a state of mind
and can occur in persons working 80 hours a week or not working at all.

As a surgeon, what is the content of your consciousness? Where do you invest most of your attention? Which of the 3 men cleaning the septic tank do you most resemble? Are you like the grumpy owner of the company who was so overwhelmed with thoughts about his obligations and perceived external pressures that he did not have time to think about much else? Or, are you more like his employee executing tasks, thinking on mental autopilot, and focused on earning a living? Hopefully, you are more like the whistling worker who had plenty of time to talk story and who thought about his work in a creative way that made him alert, alive, and joyfully engaged.

If you were asked “What do you do for living?” would you answer based on your area of specialty or on the deeper meaning and purpose of what you do? Would your answer include why you became a physician and surgeon in the first place? Would it include the sacred nature of your work as being honored to and worthy of manipulating the human body with the intent to heal it? One surgeon we interviewed said,

I want to work for the reasons I gave the committee when I interviewed to get into medical school. I want to live and work to make those answers about helping humankind be more than cliches. If I ever lose sight of my purpose for being a surgeon, I’ll stop being one.

My admittedly limited number of interviews of surgeons indicates that they can pay an immense cost if they approach their work with mindlessness at the core of toxic success. Beyond the obvious pressures of life-and-death decisions and of holding lives in their hands everyday, they can become seduced or come to feel more like cutters than care givers and more like mechanics than healers.

Most Western culture physicians do not describe themselves as healers, but those who experience healthy success think of what they do as healing and not just fixing and repairing. The physicians who are still awed by what they do and the honor of being allowed to do it are the same men and women who report a vibrant, fully engaged, joyful family life.

We learned from our interviews that the practice of medicine consumes an extraordinary amount of attention and it requires conscious commitment to save some for family and life in general. If they are not in charge of their consciousness, physicians can fall into the mental habit of ruminating about their work, going over and over in their minds what happened there, and what could and might happen. If they are not mindful, there is more than enough bureaucratic interference and bungling and senseless interference from those who know very little about what they do to lead to a mind consumed with anger, chronic impatience, and a short temper. The physicians we interviewed acknowledged, but often ignored, the signs of the severe stress of being a surgeon places on their body, immune system, psyche, and ultimately their family.

Many of our respondents said they “thrived on stress,” but the fact is that no one does. We are made to deal with and adapt to an immense allostatic load, but it is load nevertheless. Mistaking an intense life for a meaningful one was a common mental error made by the toxically successful.

DEFINITIONS OF SUCCESS

I have been a life-long collector of definitions of success. Like most young persons, I learned very early that success was associated with striving, struggling, and a single-minded and goal-oriented focus. I read that professional people do not take their personal problems to work or bring their work problems home, but my research indicates that healthy success is more mindful than single-minded and that the attempt to separate our personal from our professional life is not realistic or perhaps even the most healthy way to proceed.

The more I studied the downside of success, the more I learned that the standard advice for dealing with it was not helpful. For example, I am not talking about trying to live and work in balance, because that is impossible. Psychologist Carl Jung pointed out that he could not imagine a more miserable existence than a life lived in perfect balance. Life by its very nature is chaotic, and to attempt to impose balance, total control, and predictability on it only wastes more of the mental energy already depleted by our failure to manage and control our attention.

I am not talking about cutting back, because our study indicated that working hard and long had little correlation with either a happy or a disruptive family life or bad health. I am suggesting that what you may have accepted as the normal way to think about and conduct your work and daily life is what may be a risk to you and your family’s health. If any cutting back is called for, it is in the area of mindless thinking.

I am not talking about not being a type A personality, because the research clearly shows that this label was better social commentary than it was good research. Toxic success is not working hard, long, and with concern about time. It is an automatically hostile cognitive style and our failure to control our own attention and place it where it matters most that results in toxic success. Toxic success is being a chronic psychological absentee, someone whose mind is on work when they are home and on home when they are at work. The toxically successful seem to always be going somewhere but are never really anywhere for long. They seem to forget the warning that we cannot get “there” from “not here.”

In preparing to publish my findings about toxic success, I reread most of the more than 1000 definitions in my collection. To draw your attention to the possibility of toxic success in your own life, I selected 20 definitions of success as offered by creatively mindful people from all walks of life to share with you today. They include successful authors, poets, singers, and comedians and comedienes, and some well-known persons most of the world sees as paragons of success.

I contrast the 20 mindful definitions with 20 formulas for success that derive from a mindless view of what it takes to be successful, a view shared by a society that firmly believes that winners never quit and quitters never win. I have found that if quitting means learning to have less, do less, and say no so we can take our minds back, healthy winners quit all the time.
As you listen to these different sets of definitions, see if you note that the popular motivational definitions of success seldom fit the ones presented by those who look at life more mindfully. The problem with success today seems to be that how we are told to get where we are going does not seem to match where most of us really want to be.

**MINDFUL DEFINITIONS OF SUCCESS**

There is only one success—to be able to spend your life in your own way.

Christopher Morley, American Writer

Success to me is having ten honeydew melons and eating only the top half of each one.

Barbara Streisand, American Actress and Singer

Part of the secret of success in life is to eat what you like and let the food fight it out inside.

Mark Twain, American Author

No man can become rich if he takes proper care of his family.

Navaho Saying

You can go broke being successful.

Jerry White, American Educator

Success in running a business carries by itself no promise of success outside business.

Peter Drucker, American Business Author and Lecturer

To know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived. This is to have succeeded.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist and Poet

What’s money? A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at night, and in between he does what he wants to.

Bob Dylan, Singer

Success is counted sweetest by; those who ne’er succeed.

Emily Dickinson, Poet

The successful man is the one who has lived well, laughed often, and loved a great deal.

Arthur J. Stanley, Philosopher and Author

I’d rather be a failure at something I enjoy than a success at something I hate!

George Burns, Comedian

I am not bound to success, but I am bound to live up to what light I have.

Abraham Lincoln, 16th President of the United States

We cannot do great things in life; we can only do small things with great love.

Mother Teresa, Religious Missionary

Do few things but do them well, simple joys are holy.

St Francis of Assisi

Just to be is a blessing. Just to live is holy.

Rabbi Abraham Heschel

The minute you begin to do what you really want to do, it’s really a different kind of life.

Buckminster Fuller

The work will wait while you show your child the rainbow, but the rainbow won’t wait while you do the work.

Patricia Clafford, Author

Finding the right work is like discovering your own soul in the world.

Thomas Moore, Author

The price of anything is the amount of life you are willing to pay for it.

Henry David Thoreau, Author

Success is not something you should pursue for yourself. You must live so that it may happen to you and those you love because of how you have lived.

Revered Hawaiian Kahuna Kawaiakapuokalani Hewett

**MINDLESS DEFINITIONS OF SUCCESS**

The only way to succeed is to make people hate you.

Josef Von Sternberg, Austrian Film Director

The trophy is the truth, the only truth . . . . There is no such thing as second place.

The Coach in Jason Miller’s That Championship Season

Winning is not the most important thing; it is the only thing.

Vince Lombardi, Football Coach

For nothing can seem foul to those that win.

William Shakespeare

Henry IV, Part I, Act V, Scene 1

The name of the game is win.

Billy Martin, Baseball Manager

First we will be best, and then we will be first.

Grant Tinker, Television Executive

Ah, but a man’s reach should exceed his grasp—or what’s a heaven for?

Robert Browning, Poet

Once you say you’re going to settle for second, that’s what happens to you in life.

John F. Kennedy, 35th President of the United States

The lack of money is the root of all evil.

George Bernard Shaw, Author

The enemy of the “best” is the “good.”

Anonymous

If you don’t win the Super Bowl, the whole season was a waste.

Lineman, National Football League

If you’re not going for number one, you don’t deserve a number.

Coach of Big Ten Basketball Team

In life, you are either a winner or a loser. There is no in-between. If you’re not trying to be all you can be, you’re not
trying hard enough.

It's personal power. If you can think it, you can do it.

Tony Robbins, Motivationalist

Just do it!

Nike Athletic Shoe Commercial

If you’re not going to give your all, don’t even bother.

Sign in Sixth Grade Classroom

I'm a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work, the more I have of it.

Thomas Jefferson, Third President of the United States

It is no use saying, 'We're doing our best.' You have got to succeed.

Sir Winston Churchill

If you dream it, you can do it.

Walt Disney, American Film Producer

To do all that one is able to do is to be a man.

Napoleon Bonaparte, Emperor of France

Do you hear the differences between what is usually described as the desired experience of success and the cultural orientation offered as the way to be successful?

Here are some definitions of success as presented to me by some of the subjects in the toxic success study. After spending time going over the data about their lives with them and their families in what we called a “mindful round table review” of their success, many subjects seemed to change their mind about its meaning.

Success is enjoying life every day.

28-Year-Old Female Banking Executive

Success is your family and yourself being healthy and happy.

43-Year-Old Female Surgeon

Success is recognizing what you have already instead of trying to have more. It's sharing what you have and enjoying it now.

36-Year-Old Female Dentist

Success is being able to laugh hard every day and love hard every night.

Male Vice President of Wireless Telephone Company

Success is sitting with my wife and doing nothing at all but just being together.

45-Year-Old Male Surgeon

Success is loving what you do without losing your ability to love those who matter most to you.

44-Year-Old Housing Developer

Success is having just enough that you can enjoy your life without worrying about having enough and feeling you have to get more.

49-Year-Old Professional Football Player

I would say success is like love. It’s not something you do to or for someone, it’s something you do with someone you care about and who cares about you. I think it is basically being love worthy.

44-Year-Old College President

Success is having the luxury of being in control of what you have on your mind. I can tell you for sure after years advising multimillionaires that it’s certainly not money, status, and stuff.

62-Year-Old Head of an Accounting Firm

You're successful when you're not worrying anymore about being successful and your wife and kids can't wait for you to come home.

38-Year-Old Urologist

These definitions indicate that something within all of us seems to sense what sweet success should feel like. It does not seem to involve the mindless sending and receiving of countless e-mails, cellular telephones pasted to our ears, and beeper buzzing on our belts. It does not seem to have much to do with possessions and status, although those who do not have these things may think so. We have developed a consumerist mentality ever on the ready to compete with others for the stuff we have been promised will make us feel successful.

A CONSUMER’S CONSCIOUSNESS

As cited in Durning, economist Juliet Schor writes,

Since 1948, the level of productivity of the US worker more than doubled . . . . We could now produce our 1948 standard of living in less than half the time. Every time productivity increases, we are presented with the possibility of either more free time or more money. We could have chosen the four-hour day or a working year of six months. Or every worker in the United States could now be taking every other year off from work—with pay. 

The choice that led to our toxic success was to work the same or even more hours to earn twice as much money. Our Western society has become toxic success prone because we chose competition over connection. We made up our minds that more is always better and new trumps old. The consumption levels of the 1970s and 1980s were the highest achieved by any civilization in human history. We are almost 5 times richer than our great-grandparents were at the turn of the century, but are we really 5 times happier? Researchers Joel and Michelle Levy write, “The number of people who report being ‘very happy’ peaked in 1957!” [exclamation theirs] Our choice to consume rather than be content has resulted in a lack of free time, distraction from our relationships, and more depression and even physical illness related to our increasingly mindless way of living and working.

Wall Street Journal reporter Sue Shellenberger asked several top executives to be mindful about their lives. She asked them, “If you could change one thing about the way you have balanced your career, personal, family, and community activities over the years, what would it be?” A few of the answers Shellenberger received were

I wish I’d known sooner that if you miss a child's play or performance or sporting event, you will have forgotten a year later the work emergency that caused you to miss it, but your child will not have forgotten that you weren't there.
Laurel Cutler, Vice Chairman of Foote Cone & Belding Worldwide

“I know now that the most creative thing I’ve ever done is being a parent.”

Ilene Dolins, Senior Vice president and Founding Partner, Windham International Relocation Corporation

I can remember some blurry choices when my children were young when I may not have attend a play or a soccer game because I had some conflicting business commitment. It’s ironic that 25 years later I can remember I didn’t go to that event, but I can’t remember what business thing I was doing. I wish I had been defined as the father of my children, as someone who makes my community a better place.

Randall Tobias, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Eli Lilly Corporation, Research Psychologist and University Professor.

The above responses indicate the kind of thinking about success that results when we are mindful about how we approach our work and show our love to our families.

SUCCESS HAWAIIAN STYLE

Because the toxically successful tend to function from a deficiency motive and seem held hostage by the tyranny of too many choices, they are constantly striving to make up for some nagging sense that they do not yet have enough but might be able to get enough if they try harder for what they want. Scientist Alan Thein Durning writes, “Studies on happiness indicate that the main determinants of happiness in life are not related to consumption at all; prominent among them are satisfaction with family life... marriage... work, the leisure to develop talents, and develop friendships.” All of these skills require mindfulness.

Researcher Jeremy Seabrook interviewed dozens of older middle-class workers. Based on these interviews, he wrote,

People aren’t satisfied, only they don’t seem to know why they’re not. The only chance of satisfaction we can imagine is getting more of what we’ve got now. But it’s what we’ve got now that makes everybody dissatisfied. So what will more of it do—make us more satisfied, or more dissatisfied?

Toxic success is characterized by existing in a constant state of mental dissatisfaction no matter how much we have or how much we have accomplished. It is a kind of adult ADD, aloha-deficit disorder. As a conclusion to my presentation and because you are visiting Hawaii, I offer 5 mindful paths to success Hawaiian success, what Hawaiian call po’okela. (The 5 components of aloha are from Pilahi Paki, a deceased Hawaiian writer of chants. For the purposes of my presentation, I have slightly modified her version. For research supporting the applicability of these concepts to modern living and working, see reference 8.)

The /a/ in the word aloha represents Ahonui, meaning persistent patience. I suggest that even as you work hard in a demanding and fast-paced profession, you make sure to take time to slow down and reflect with those who matter most to you about what life means and how it might be savored. Take the time to sit down and reflect on the sacred trust your patients place in you and the to sanctify even the ordinary medical tasks you perform.

The /h/ in the word aloha represents Lokahi, referring to treasuring connection not only with our family but also with the memories of all of those who loved you who have passed away. Sit down at your patients’ bedside and talk story with them. You are a physician first and a surgeon second. Time spent connecting with your patients helps both of you heal.

The /o/ in the word aloha represents ‘Olu’Olu, meaning agreeable pleasantness. Remember that no matter the level of your skill as a surgeon, it is the effect of your spirit and the nature of your heart that your patients sense, value, and talk about most.

The /a/ in the word aloha represents Ha’a’a’a, meaning humble modesty. Constantly ask yourself if you are worthy of the trust placed in you and never forget to constantly look for lessons from your patients.

The last /a/ in the word aloha represents Ahonui, referring to living a life of gentle loving kindness. Remember that your patients tend to attribute to you a general wisdom beyond that which you truly have. Work toward earning that high esteem and never forget that shared sorrow is half sorrow and shared joy is twice joy.

I ask you to reflect back on the first question I asked you to ask of yourself. Does the person who knows you best think you are a true joy to live with every day? If so, I hope as you fly away from these islands that you will continue to live and work with aloha as you continue to pursue your career in medicine. If not, I hope you will take the time to mindfully consider what I have offered you about the difference between toxic and mindful success. I hope that reflection will lead your surgeon’s mind to be more conscious of who and what matters most in your life so that your hands may be guided by the spirit of aloha.
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